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ON THE POINTWISE CONVERGENCE OF A CLASS OF

NONHARMONIC FOURIER SERIES1

ROBERT M. YOUNG

Abstract. Extending a classical theorem of Levinson [1. Theorem XVIII], we show-

that when the numbers {\„} are given by X„ = ;; + ¿ (n > 0). \0 = 0. and \_„ =

— X„ (n > 0), each function / in L2( — it, it) has a unique nonharmonic Fourier

expansion /(/) ~ 2°íx i'„e'x"'. which is equiconvergent with its ordinary Fourier

series, uniformly on each closed subinterval of (—m. it).

1. Introduction. A system of complex exponentials {e'x"'} is said to be "equiva-

lent" to the trigonometric system {e""} in L2( — it, it)—or a Riesz basis—if the

mapping e"" -» e'x"' (— oo < n < oo) can be extended to an isomorphism on all of

L2( — ir, it). If this is the case, then each function/in L2( — ir. it) will have a unique

nonharmonic Fourier expansion

/(O =  2 c,,e'X"'       (in the mean)
— 00

with {c,,} in I2.

The study of nonharmonic Fourier series was initiated by Paley and Wiener who

showed that the system {e'x»'} is a Riesz basis for L2( — tt, it) whenever each Xn is

real and |a„ — n\ < L < l/ir2. Ultimately, Kadec showed that the constant I/772

could be replaced by f. That \ is in fact the "best possible" constant follows from

the   fact   that   the   system   {e±,("~l/4": n = 1,2,3_}   is   already   complete  in

L2( — ir,ir). (For a comprehensive introduction to the theory of nonharmonic

Fourier series, including proofs of these assertions, see [3].)

At present it is unknown whether there exists a basis of complex exponentials for

L2( — tt, tt) that is not a Riesz basis. A promising candidate is the system {e'X"'} with

in + 1/4,     n >0,

(1) K=    0, fi = 0,
[« - 1/4,     n <0.

This sequence is complete, possesses a complete and bounded biorthogonal se-

quence, and yet fails to be a Riesz basis (see e.g., [2 and 4]). The following theorem

and its corollary add further evidence to support the conjecture that the aforemen-

tioned system is a basis for L2( — ir, it).
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Theorem. If the Xn are given by (I), then each function f in L2( — m, it) has a unique

nonharmonic Fourier expansion

oo

At) ~ 2 v'^,
— oc

which is equiconvergent with its ordinary Fourier series uniformly on each closed

subinterval of ( — it, it).

(Recall that two series LAn and 2.B„ are equiconvergent if their difference

1(An — Bn) converges and has the sum zero.)

Since the Fourier series of an L2 function converges to the function pointwise

almost everywhere, the same must be true for the nonharmonic series.

Corollary. Under the hypotheses of the theorem,

00

At) =   2 c„e'X-<
— 00

almost everywhere on ( — it, it).

The Theorem above (and more) was established by Levinson [1, Theorem XVIII]

under the assumption that \Xn — n| < L < ^. It will be shown that with suitable

modifications, together with a few special estimates, Levinson's proof carries over

virtually intact.

2. Preliminary results. We shall establish several lemmas concerning the function

(2) G(z) = (z-X0)  fi (l-fH1-^)'

where the Xn are real and |Xa — n\ < \\.

The first lemma is an obvious extension of [1, Lemma 16.1].

Lemma 1. If z = x + iy, then

\G(z)\ <A(\ +|z|)i-W,       \G(z)\>B\y\(\ + |*|)~VW,

and

|G(i + iy)\ > C,

where A, B, and C are absolute positive constants (independent of the choice ofXn).

For the remaining three lemmas we shall suppose that the Xn are given by (1).

Lemma 2. \G(x)\ = 0(1/ Jx) as x -* oo.

Proof. We begin by observing that

G(z) _ T2(5/4)

z T(5/4 + z)r(5/4 - z) '
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Indeed, the right side—call it H(z)—is an entire function of order 1, equal to 0

when z — ±Xn (n = 1,2,3,...), and equal to 1 when z = 0. Therefore, by Hada-

mard's theorem,

?i?l = e**H(z).
z

Since G(z)/z and H(z) are both even, A = 0 and the assertion follows.

Using the identity

IT
r(z)r(i-z) =

sm m

we obtain

G(z)    _ simr(z - 1/4)

z      " ° T(z + 5/4)/r(z - 1/4)

where c = T (\)/ir. Using Stirling's formula

T(x + l)~(2*){/2xx+x/2e-x       (asx-oo),

we find that

and so

\G(x)\~c

This proves the lemma.

Lemma 3. As n — oo,

and

(4) f

r(jc + 5/4)

T(x - 1/4)

|sin7r(x — 1/4)|

\¡x

,3/2

(as x -» oo).

G(x)

("+l)/2

x-X,

G(x)

dx = 0(l/n)

x — Xr
dx= O

logn

Proof. It was shown in [2] that

G(z) = f f(t)e,zt,
J --a

where f(t) is a multiple of (cos \t)~l/2 sin \t. Integration by parts then yields

(5) f^r = f *°wtdt>
z       An J—n

where

(6) gn(t) = -ie-iX"'f'_ f(x)eiKxdx.
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Since / is integrable over ( — 77, tt), it follows that every g„ belongs to L2( — 77,77).

Applying Plancherel's formula to (5) we find that

|2

/:

G(x)
dx= ¿- f_ \gn(t)\2dt.x — X

But the right side is 0(1 /n) as n -> 00 [2], and this establishes (3).

To prove (4) let us write

c« 'dx= [/- + /' + f"wl
/

(n+l)/2

x~Xn W_x

Clearly, I2= 0(1/n2) as n -♦ 00. By Lemma 2,

r(n+D/2 1

G(x)

x - X,
dx = f+ I2 + /3.

'(< -dx

0XkI
Similarly, since G(z) is odd,

1 1

x(x - X„)

1     /-(«+D/2  1
dx] =0

logn

/, = 0
/

Using

we find that

and hence

00   -*(* -A„)

1       1

dx) =0 if- («+x„r
du \.

u(u + Xn)2       X2n\u       u + \„)       Xn  (u + xn)

I
1

u(u + Xn)
2du= Flog(1 + AJ_¿TTx?

\   n

This completes the proof.

We recall that two sequences {/„}  and  {gn} in L2(—it,tt) are said to be

biorthogonal if

fn(x)gm(x) dx = 8mn.
-■ÏÏ

Lemma 4. The functions {hn(x)} defined by

t A
h„(x) =   lim   — /     —

4-»oo    Z77   J-j   (j

G(u)
e~'uxdu

;r; 2*j-AG'(\„)(u-\Hy

form a sequence biorthogonal to {e'x-x} in L2( — tt, tt). The limit in the mean is of order

2.
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Proof. By virtue of (5), we have

G(u)
_^l>_= r h (x)ei«xdx
G'(xj(u-xn)  }-:Áx)e dx'

where hn(x) = g„(x)/G'(Xn) and gn is given by (6). Since gn belongs to L2( — rr, it),

so does hn. But G(Xm) — 0 for every Àm, and so

f_hm(x)eiX°xdx = 8mn.

Thus the sequence {hn(x)} is biorthogonal to {e'X"x} in L2( — tr, tt), and (7) follows

at once from the Fourier inversion formula.

3. Proof of the Theorem. We shall not reproduce Levinson's proof in its entirety.

The basic ideas and their necessary modifications will be set forth explicitly, while

those calculations that remain unchanged will simply be summarized.

Let C denote a rectangular path, positively oriented, in the complex £ plane with

vertices at N + \ + iM, -N - \ + iM, -TV - | - iM, and N + \ - iM, where

M and ¿V are positive integers. Let G(z) be defined as in (2).

Using residues and Lemma 4, Levinson shows that

-n *(x-y)

=  Jim   7^ iA G(u)e'iuvduf e'tX        dt
A^oc   4tT2l   J-A JC G(£,)(u- t¡)

It follows that iff E L2(-tt, it), then

(8)     i ."-"/" fM»,(y)äy - ¿ /" Ay) *<*+■/»*-/)«,
-N       J-m t J-ir x    y

l     r" ,, x ,   ,.      cA    < s c        eiix
— f f(y)dy  hm   /" G(«)e"'">du/ —^--d£.
4lT2lJ—n A-œ  J-A JC G(£)(u ~ £)

If it can be shown that the right side of (8) tends to zero as N -» oo, then by

well-known results of Fourier series

hm    2 \eiX-x f f(y)h„(y)dy - %r- f f(y)e~">ydy\ = 0.
/V-oo   _N { J-,r 2ir   J-* J

Let Ix(x) denote the absolute value of that part of the right side of (8) for which £

varies over the upper horizontal side of the rectangle C Then

/,(*) Í f(y)dy lim   fA G(u)e~iuydu
J — r, A -»OO     J —AA^ca  J -A

Alix—M x
fN+\/2  _e—   -_

J-N-i/2 G(S + iM)(u - t - iM)

Let g(u)/(2-n)x/2 he the Fourier transform of f(y). Appealing to Levinson to justify

a change in the order of integration (which is valid because Lemma 2 guarantees that
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G(u)/(u + i)2 E L(-oo, oo)), we find that

(9) /,(*) =

Clearly,

j™ G(u)g(u)duj
-Mx + i£x

N+\/l

N-1/2 G(S + iM)(u-t-iM)
dû

G(u)

u-Z-iM

and hence (9) becomes

C,N
G(u)

do)    JÁx)<CíN.™f"+í*—g—r
J-N-\/2   \G(£ + lM)\   ■'-oo

By Holder's inequality,

Gju)g(u)

fovM> 1 and |£| < 2/V

G(u)g(w)
í/u.

/'
¿w

and therefore

/:

G(u)g(u)

G{u)

u

2 ^1/2

du
/CO

lf(«) du
1/2

¿U=S C [f\Ay)fdy
1/2

by Plancherel's formula. With this, (10) becomes

«(h) /,(*)< c3toMw r+,/2 -
V    ' iv   ^        3 /_„_l/2 |g(í+/M)|

By Lemma 1,

\G(i + »A/)| > BM(M2 + N2y'e,rM   for |£| < A' + 1/2.

Using this in (11), we obtain

(12) /,(^)<QJV2(M2 + iV2)r''(*"l'l)    for|x|<77.

Let I2(x) denote the absolute value of that part of the right side of (8) for which £

varies over the right vertical side of the rectangle C. Then

I2(x) f Ay) dy  Um   ¡A G(u)e-'uydu
J — «r A —as    ' — À

rM

J— in
——dr\

-m G(N + 1/2 + ir¡)(u - N - 1/2 - /ti)

Once again, interchanging the order of integration can be justified, and we find

h(x) G(u)g(u)du
->*t J — M-M G(N + 1/2 + iri)(u - N- 1/2 - it,)

With an obvious change of variable,

dr\

I2(x)
/oo r

g(u + N+ 1/2) du j
m       G(u + N+ l/2)e~XT1

MG(ir\ + N+ \/2)(u-ii¡)
dr¡
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Let p„ = —N + XN+n. Then |un — n\ *Z \ and

71

G(u + N + 1/2)

G (iff + N + 1/2)

u + 1/2 - /ip \ fi / « + 1/2 - /i„ \ / » + 1/2 - /x_„ \
it, + 1/2 - p0 } V \ it, + 1/2 - n„ J\ ill + 1/2 - ja-J "

Let

G>) = («-Mo)g(l-£)(l--£-).

Using the two equations above, together with Lemma 1, Levinson goes on to show

that

(13)    l2(x)
C\

i«-\x\y

r-N/2

J — r^.

GN(u+ 1/2)

u+l/2- p0

1/2

du
/OC

\g(u) du
1/2

+
G /   /•«> 2        )1/2|    /•

(¿2k(«+ 1/2)1 A]       /

+ C7(/J°Jg(t/+l/2)|2JM)

M» + 1/2)
M + 1/2 - IX 0

2\ 1/2

1/2

In general, there is no simple majorant for GN(u) that is sufficiently close to

GN(u) in magnitude to give a satisfactory appraisal of its size. However, when the Xn

are given by (1), then GN(u) can be expressed explicitly in terms of G(u). Observe to

begin with that

n(i-ü|(i----| = M-»/M-») g(1__ji_)(1__ü_)
i  \ M„ / V M-„ /       \   1 - "/Mo   / „=, V M-N+« / \ M-/V-» /

1 - m/M-ai

1 -«/Mo  /   5. I1   " K-Nn=\  x

Since /x.^ = — N, /x0 = ¿, and, for n ^ 0,

u .  1 ~(N+u)/Xn

X-NT

1

we obtain

\„ - N 1 - N/X„       '

m   \ __  1 + u/N   H(u + N)ïï-tw-u-wrn * \ r—n i "        "" "(■")

where 7/(1/) = G(u)/u. Thus,

(» - 1/4)(1 + u/N)H(u + TV) _        1   G(m + JV)
M«)

(1 -4u)H(N) 4      G(N)    '
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We can now estimate I2(x). First,

/;

GN(u+ 1/2)

u+ 1/2 - ii 0
du —

16\G(N]

G(k + 7V+ 1/2)

16|G(iV]

Now, the proof of Lemma 2 showed that

|G(x)|~Q|sm,7(*"1/4)l

u+ 1/4

G(x)

du

dx.

as x 00,

and hence

\G(N)\~C9/{Ñ,    as TV-oo.

This, together with (3), shows that the integrals

GN(u+ 1/2)'2.f u + 1/2 - ix0
¡in

remain bounded as N ^ oo.

In similar fashion, we see that

/.

-A//2 M" + 1/2)
« + 1/2 - /x0

This, together with (4), shows that

du
TV2/:

(rV+l)/2 G(x)
dx.

/_

-A//2 M«+l/2)
w + 1/2 - ix0

üím — 0,    as A' oc.

Finally, since g E L2,

fœ \g(u+ l/2)\2 du ̂ 0,    asN 00.

'N/2

Using these results in (13), we obtain

(14) lim I2(x) = 0,
rV-»oei

77 - 8,8 >0,

uniformly in x. This holds entirely independently of M.

We denote by 73(x) the absolute value of that part of the right side of (8) for

which | varies over the lower horizontal side of the rectangle C. Clearly, inequality

(12) remains valid when Ix(x) is replaced by 73(x). We introduce I4(x) similarly

related to/2(x).

The proof of the theorem is at hand. By virtue of (14), we can make I2(x), and

therefore I2(x) + I4(x), arbitrarily small by choosing N sufficiently large. Fixing N

in this way, we can then make Ix(x) + I3(x) arbitrarily small by choosing M

sufficiently large, as is evident from (12). This shows that the right side of (8)

approaches zero as N -» oo.
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Thus, each function/ G L2( — tt, it) has a nonharmonic expansion

00

(15) f(t)~  2cne^',
— oo

which is equiconvergent with its ordinary Fourier series, uniformly on each closed

subinterval of ( — 77,77). Since the system {e'X"'} is complete, its biorthogonal system

{«„(/)} is uniquely determined, and hence the representation (15) is unique. This

completes the proof.
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